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Nordin Husker Hat
SUPPLIES:
Worsted weight yarn in red and
white
Size 4 and Size 6 in-the-round
needles
Size 6 double-pointed needles
Stitch markers
Scissors and tapestry needle

PATTERN:
Cast on 108 stitches on size 4
needles
Do a K2, P2 rib for 7 rows

Switch to size 6 needles and begin pattern. There will be three repeats of the pattern
around the circumference of the hat. I found it helpful to put stitch markers between
repeats so I could stay on-track.

After completing the pattern, knit 4 regular rows of solid red, then begin the
snowflake pattern. You must count the “empty” rows included in the pattern chart
for proper spacing. There should be 12 repeats of the snowflake around the
circumference of the hat. Knit 4 regular rows of solid red after completing the
snowflake chart.

Begin Decreases (switching to DPNs when hat becomes too small for reg needles):
R1: K10, K2tog
R2 (and all even rows): knit
R3: K9, K2tog
R5: K8, K2tog
R7: K7, K2tog
R9: K6, K2tog
R11: K5, K2tog
R13: K4, K2tog
R15: K3, K2tog
R17: K2, K2tog
R19: K1, K2tog
R21: K2tog
Bind Off

Cut off tail and weave in ends.
Enjoy.
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